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Have you ever wondered why there are few people living their dream, yet others seem to be slipping

further away from theirs with every day that passes? Daniel Chidiac&apos;s writing has touched

millions of people worldwide and helps to transform thousands of lives daily. By opening Who Says

You Can&apos;t? YOU DO, we embark on a psychological and emotional journey that is certain to

unlock our truest potential. This challenging yet extraordinarily rewarding book is the ultimate guide

to discover the fulfilment we have been searching for our whole life.
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I havent even finished reading it yet and it has changed aspects of my life for the better! Get this

book. I enjoy the exercises that i have to do while going through this book. I feel like im talking with

an old pal while reading! Awesome read! The author is so genuine and honest!

If you struggle to find motivation or can't find success in anything you do, this book is definitely for

you. This is one of the better self help books I've read recently!It's well written, and the author

comes across as very inspirational. After reading the book I felt like I could do almost anything!

This book showed me different ways to approach certain circumstances. The way I look at life it's

self . Almost every chapter there was always something us humans can relate to in our daily lives .

And overall how to be the best version of ME. Best read in months and will re read again . Thank

you



I have only read a couple of chapters of the book, because you have certain task to follow and I am

enjoying that much I don't want it to end.This book is truly amazing and well worth the read and one

day I hope to meet the author 'Daniel Chidiac' you are a true inspiration and I will change my life to

be happy and better myself because of this book.

Anyone will benefit from the lessons this book has to offer. It's a mind and eye opener to how you

live and the daily decisions you allow yourself to make either consciously or subconsciously.

Wow! never felt as connected to the author before. He writes in a way that I relate to and easy to

understand. He covers many topics with great detail. He backs up his claims with scientific

research. I recommend this book to anyone that is in pursuit of a better life. He talks about the mind

and how thinking in better ways can change your life. He talks about the soul and the body as well,

giving us some tips on how to be healthier and fit.

I am going to DO really G-R-E-A-T things!Thanks to Daniel Chidiac Can you believe I have only

finished reading Chapter ONE of his FANTABULOUS book"Who says you can't? YOU DO!...and

already, I have hope and a sudden burning determination inside!Absolutely AMAZING! He truly IS

motivating, inspiring, and way beyond skilled at opening my eyes to ALL this life and world have to

offer â™¡ THANKS DANIEL! LikeCommentShare

The book is great and I have read a few self help books, this consolidates many things and it is so

practical.....great book
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